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PWA's Attempted Rulina- May Go Hia-her
Murder Charges
Court Rules
Dropped

Los Angeles - A judge has
dismissed two counts of attempted
murder against a man who twice

sold his AIDS-tainted blood, say
ing the prosecution could not prove
the defendant intended to kill any
one.
Judge Ronald Coen of Los
Angeles County Superior Court let
stand two counts of attempted poi
soning against Joseph Markowski,

a 29-year-old alleged prostitute·
who was arrested last June after a
suicide attempt in a Hollywood
bank.
In a preliminary hearing, a de
tective testified that Mr. Markow

ski said he-had rested positive for

antibodies to the AIDS virus. The
detective said Mr. Markowski told
him, "I know AIDS can kill; but I
was so hard up for money, I didn't
give a damn about other people."
Instead of facing a maximum of
12 years in prison if convicted on
all five charges, Markowski could
be sentenced to three years if con
victed of the two attempted poison
ing counts.

Raleigh, NC
Adds Gay Rights

Raleigh, NC - Raleigh, NC,

has become the latest city to add
sexual orientation to its anti-dis
crimination policy. In a 7-1 vote,
the city council approved the new
policy on Jan. 5. The one dissenting
vote was cast by the mayor of
Raleigh. Raleigh has a city man
ager form of government, and the

mayor does not have veto powers.
North Carolina is the home state
of Sen.JesseHelms, whose amend
ment to the 1988 federal budget
would have prevented the use of
federal AIDS education funds for
any material which "promotes or
encourages, directly or indirectly,
homosexual sexual activity."
Willie Pilkington, who works
with the Raleigh Citizens for Gay
and Lesbian Equality, said that
work on the change of policy began
in 1986 after Gay groups were
turned down by the local Park

Commission when they sought a
public park for-Gay pride activities.
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San Francisco - In a decision
_affecting all branches of the mili
tary, Perry Watkins has won h�
case in a U.S. District Court. The
Court held Feb. 10 that the Dept. of
Defense had discriminated against
14-year Army veteran Watkins, 39,
when it failed to allow him to re
enlist in 1981 because of his ac
knowledged homosexuality.

The Ninth U.S. Court of Ap
peals ruled 2-1 that "the Army's
regulations violate the constitu
tional guarantee of equal protec
tion of the laws because they dis
criminate against persons of homo
sexual orientation... and because
the regulations are not necessary to
promote a legitimate compelling
governmental interest." The ma
jority opinion was written by Judge
William Norris. He was joined by
Judge William Canby.
The ruling may also affect first

time enlistments, according to
James Lobsenz, the ACLU attor
ney trying the case. The case may
be appealed to the U.S. Supreme
Court.

"I was very happy about it. I
wasn't particularly surprised,"
Watkins said.
Lobsenz said he expects the

Gays OK For Military

Army to seek a rehearing by the full
11-judge panel of the Appeals
Court and, failing there, to appeal
to the Supreme Court.
"This is a tremendous Yictory,"
said civil rights lawyer Mary Dun
lap, who in 1978 unsuccessfully
challenged in the same court simi
lar rules limiting the rights of Gays
in the military.
Analysts say that this is the first
ruling of its kind by a federal ap
peals court. Other appellate rul

ings, including one by recently
confirmed Justice Anthony Ken
nedy, have allowed the armed
forces to disc�ge.people based on
their sexual orientation.
In the ruling, the appeals court
said that the Army's 1981 regula
tions go too far by targeting a
person's sexual orientation, re
gardless of conduct.
Ms. Dunlap said there has not

been a victory in an appeals court
since Leonard Matlovich won 10
years ago in the Washington, D.C.
case.
In that case, the court ruled· that
Matlovich was not given adequate
reason for his discharge.
In dissenting, Judge Stephen
Reinhardt said that, although he

believed the Army should not be
allowed to prohibit Gays, U.S.
Supreme Court precedent com
manded him to find the Amiy has
that authority.
He said it should be up to Con
gress to forbid discrimination, the
U.S. Supreme Court to change its

past rulings, or for the Army to
voluntarily change its rules.
Judge Norris noted that, under
the Army's rule, if a heterosexual

soldier and a Gay soldier engage in
homosexual acts because they are
"drunk, immature, or curious; the
straight soldier may remain in the
Army while the Gay soldier would
be automatically discharged."
Norris noted that Watkins'
homosexuality was well known in

the military for years, including his

acknowledgement on his original
1967 application.

Bettye Griffin Honored As Tsarus 'Man of the Year'
Inc., has been in existence for 8 posal also calls for two vehicles to j newspa�r, the Mystic �ewe of
This year, at its annual banquet,

Tsarus bestowed its Man of the

Year Award on BettyeGriffin. She
is chief administrator for the Hu
man

Response

Council,

Inc.,

which has been working since its
formation in 1987 to provide hous
ing for Persons with AIDS.

Ms.

Griffin's

had

organization has

major support from Aphrodite,
which organized a benefit for it last
December 6, and now Tsarus,

months. The initial funding it has

received made it possible to set up
the organization. Direct aid to
PWA's and housing are the two
chief goals. Ms. Griffin expressed
her thanks to T sarus and Aphrodite
and said that she has a deep per
sonal commitment to her organiza
tion. She is 'a professional social
worker at The Med and counts
numerous PW A's

which awarded it $400 from the

clients.

donations of $300 were added at

is

proceeds of the banquet. Private

the dinner.

She was praised for

many hours of hard work and un
selfishness on behalf ofPWA's by
members.of both organizations and

individuals.

The Human Response Council,

among her

The Human Response Council
proposing

to

establish

two

houses for PW A's. One house
would provide hospice care for
PWA's too ill to care for themselves; the other house would serve
ambulatoryPW A's and those with
ARC in need of housing. The pro-

take clients to doctors' appoint-

ments, and paid staff to supervise
the operations.
Approximately 70 people at-

Aphrodite (1986) for thmr long
standing community service ef

forts, and Tommy Stewart (1987)
for his work with ATEAC.

tended the banquet at WKRB
which had been beautifully deco
rated for the occasion.

Sharon

Wray also recognized a number of
groups represented at the function,
Aphrodite, ATEAC, Gaze newspa
per, the Memphis Gay Coalition,
Wings,

and Women ·of Leather.

The meal was served in courses by
members of Tsarus and many good
·comments were heard afterwards.
This year's banquet was the
fourth annual Man of the Year
presentation. Previous

winners

were Allen Cook and John Stilwell
(1985)for their work on Gaze

Bettye Griffin

want to be a bar <;!Wner: 1 WOuldflit

problem with us or the newspaper . someone else's big night. Be pro
active - offer something different

want to- know that my livlihood

- talk to us. We can't fix some

group of people. I wouldn't want to

or damaged Use the paper to ex

depended on such a fickle, disloyal

Yes. Virginia. It's Another Whiney Editorial

invest money in nice furnishings,
bathroom fixtures, carpeting, etc.

Power, Politics, Papers, and Paranoia

only to have them trashed by the

by John Stilwell

that exists in o�r community is

clientele who will then turn around

perfectly clear: We do not have any

when new bars opened and people

rooms are dirty, my place isn't kept

It always comes as an unexpected

or slash their furniture. I've heard

vine that someone is angry with us

smoke and stink bombs, the calling

omission. I can only say that you

about someone paying underaged

and let the readership draw their

competitor calls the police in to

umns like this, which say on the

First of all, let me make this

personal axes to grind with anyone.
surprise to learn though the grape

really frightening. I've been around

and complain because my bath

snuck in to wreck their bathrooms

up, and my floors are sticky.

to draw a crowd besides cheap beer.

press your opinion. Don't tllrow us

plan regular or special fundraisers
for them.

at least have the decency to refuse

town and the Gay bar owners have

. the facts to the best of our ability

one thing in common. We're both

ing us put out the paper, make your

good or bad, whether its providing

Plan ahead. Be creative and use

we're at least doing something. And

a service or a place to socialize,

your imagination to schedule spe

we're trying to figure out how to

special events. The Pipeline is one

a community that seems to have the

cials tied to holidays or make up

(again). Usually our crime is one of

have to be here during the last week

ringers to go into a bar while a

chaos. Then, of course, there's the

"check ID's." I know how the bar.

front end they are opinion pieces,

cem for detail diminishes in direct

checking out what the other bars

in the news stories. If you have a

reactive, trying to take a bite out of

People seem to be afraid of what

crowd, who had bottles out after

PIPELINE

APHRODITE'S

MONTHLY

MARDI GRAS

EVENTS

BENEFIT

of production to appreciate the

last night of production when con

proportion to the approach of 2 am.

owners

regularly drive

around

hours, etc., etc.

can actually influence could proba

atmosphere of paranoia. (Is it really

don't really have the power some

get you?)

bly be counted on one hand. We

people thinkwe have. The paranoia .

paranoia when everyone IS out to

Efen Gaze has felt the effects of

the paranoia. Our January edition,

terms of advertising revenue. This

son, we were told, was that no one
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Mar. 5-:---Women of Leather Club

wanted to let mit-what he/she was

Co-Editors
Allen Cook -John Stilwell

sheep. At least working together,

a change.

Night

going to do for New Year's ·until

Judging from surveys and talic

another

for details.

successful

·

about the Gay Coalition or its spe

cial events. They may pick up the

paper, but they obvious!y don't read

it. Even if we were inclined to go on

a tir.ide against somoone, we don't

MIDTOWN
POOL
TOURNAMENTS
Pool tournaments are held each

Wiggly

distributed to Gay bars for the 2on

venience of their cusl9fllm.

"With the number ofGay people

were earmarked for the PWA di

There were several guest perform

wart, "we ought to be able to get a

Wiggly alone," said Tommy Ste

ers, doubly highlighted by the all

good return."

Like A Dame" and a heartwarming

expenses because more and more

rendition of "United We Stand",

which has been selected as the
theme for this year's efforts.

ATEAC is

facing increased

AIDS patients are in need of its

services. The organization opened

an emergency shelter for AIDS

Tommy Stewart, president of

patients in January. "We've spent a

to ·a duet as Kenny and Dolly

past few months, and we're looking

ATEAC, challenged Sharon Wray

·

Piggly

stores are offering area charities 2¢

shopping at the midtown Piggly

female fmale "There Is Nothing

basis, people don't know anything

raising efforts.

per label. Collection boxes will be

rect services fund of ATEAC.

written word is minimal at best.

Depsite advertising on a monthly

for PWA'S

fundraiser February 21. Proceeds

down and back. Call th� Pipeline

ing to people, the power of the

brand labels t6 augme·nt 'it5 fund

-

they found out what their competi
Mar. 11,12,13-PIPEL:tNE EX
tors were going to do. They were . PRESS TO NEW ORLEANS.
afraid that if they committea to
Two nights and three days, Amtrak

something, they could get skunked.

Begining in March, ATEAC

The mystic Krewe of Aphrodite

chalked up

ATEAC To
Collect Pig Labels
will be collecting Piggly Wiggly

RAISES

Feb. 27,..--Tsarus Club Night

year it was disappointing. The rea

·

we have a better chance �f ��ecting

advance of deadline. Stop being

is generally very successful in

Gaze is non-profit and produced by
volunteers. We assume no liability for
claims made by advertisers. Appear
ance in this publication is not an indica
tion of sexual orientation or identity. We
welcome materials submitted by read
ers, but reserve the right to edit or reject
such materials. Subscriptions are avail
able at $8 a year to cover mailing costs.
Gaze is published 11 times a year by
the Memphis Gay Coalition.

events, and has copy ready well in

I understand why there is an

which carries New Year's Eve ads,

Box 3038, Memphis, Tennessee
38173-()038. Phone (901) 454-1411
(evenings).

drive and mentality. of a herd of

are doing - who has the biggest

we think and say- as if it really
matters. The number of people we

reach, motivate, or otherwise move

of the few bars that plans special

events, plans advertising for those

we should avoid inserting ourselves

doing something. Right or wrqng,

advertising dollars work for you.

of the fire marshall. I've heard

own cont1usions. Except for col

The various organizations in

delivery or return the papers to us.
As an advertiser,,besides help

editors, it is our obligation to report

Choose a group or pet cause and

away. If, for whatever reason, you

decide not to distribute the paper,

· So here are a few suggestions to
make things better for everyone. As

about the sabotaging of bathrooms,

thing if we don't know it's broken

lot of money for patient aid in the

Monday night at two mid-town

(which would play whom was not

for ways to augment our funds,

sible for publishing Gaze ,advertis . line. Tournamentsat the individual
bars are held for. five weeks, then
ing revenue is what pays for it; and

sonal donation. She replied, "That

on the Gay community for cash

have that iuxury. Although the

Memphis Gay Coalition is respon

we can't afford to conciously of

fend any advertiser. Even if the

Coalition decided to start footing

die bill for Gaze, we wouldn't be

locations-WKRB and the Pipe-

the winners play one another at

alternating locations.

Monday,

February 29, WKRB's winners

will travel to the Pipeline. Compe

out from under the influence of bar

tition is taken very seriously, even

mary locations for picking up the

·teams.

owners. The bars are still the pri

to team cheerleaders for winning

paper. And we have been thrown

out of some of the best bars in town.

So who does control the power

in the Gay community? The answer

Is crystal clear. No single group or
organization has as much influence
in this town as the Gay bar owners.

When you need a large space for a
·

fund raiser or dinner, who do you

go to? Atonetimeor another, we've

all been beholding to one of the bar
owners. And I'm not saying that's
necessarily bad.

For my own part, I

..�------..

ouldn't

----�-

GAY
BOWLING
LEAGU�
Gay teams bowl twice weekly' at

Big Daddy's Bowling Lanes in

Poplar Plaza shopping center (next

to Kroger, downstairs). TueSday
�

night games begin at 9 PM apd

Friday night gaines at 7 PM.
...'l"'lr'Q!Jr".."'4-.'l&":!-.�'Ct1.a:Y.'K%'.� \f (t>Q

f

·

..

J

speCified) and to match his per
ain't no step for a stepper."

The

challenge will be enacted at the

next PWA benefit

without constantly putting the bite
outlay," Stewart said. itTiiis is one

way to get big business invblved in

the effort to help PWA's."

Gay Fest '88 Poster
Winner
The Gay Pride Committee
·

has announced the winner of
the

1988

Gay Pride Poster

Contest. The winning design
(right) was entered by Bob
Dumais. The design will be
used on tickets, posters, t
shirts, and other promotions for the June event at Mud Island.
Memphis· "Women of Leather" (L toR) Nelda-:-Security, Linda-Road Captain, Kelly-Pledge
Mistress, Julia-Vice President, Linda- Treasurer, Sharon-President.

Dumais was awarded

$100 for his efforts.

�-------,

NEWS FROM
THEKREWE

WKRB
MONTHLY
EVENTS

This month begins the monthly
column from Aphrodite. We·hope

Feb. 28 -"Girlfriend"

this will establish a new avenue of

All-Female band.

communication. We want to let

6PM-lOPM

you know about our future plans
and goals for 1988. Next issue we
will publish a tentative scheduie
covering the next few months for
your convenience. We hope you
will plan to attend all of these
events.

.

,

,

We hope that you enjoyed the

February show. Thank you again
for your continued support and
generosity.

We all know how

important the fight against AIDS is
to every member of the Gay com
munity.
As you know, this year is
Aphrodite's 10 year anniversary.
We wanted to make this year spe. cial for both you and us. So to kick

off this year, we closed the show
with a song that is very special to

us.

That song is UNITED WE

STAND--DIVIDEDWEFALL. It
has become our theme for this year
and we hope you will join with us.

:

Becau� .: sisters and brothers, the
time � long past due for the Gay

�

community to unite as one family.
For our fight is not against one
person and organization, or even
the

heterosexual,

but

against

closed-mindedness, oppression of

�

individual rights, and the person
who thinks HIS/HER way is the

� ! only "right" way. We cannot win
i! the war if we battle against our
� I� selves, for divided we WILL fall.
�

So, Aphrodite issues this "call to
arms" to TSARUS, WOMEN OF

WINGS,

the MEM
PHIS GAY COALITION, the
HUMAN RESPONSE COUN
LEATIIER,

CIL.ATEAC,and,mostofall,you.
the . Gay community . - for,

UNJ'I'ED-WE STAND.
In�. Your �istus,
lbe_Mystit Krewe of AphrOdite
.·

�

.

-. -------- - ----

March 6--"All Female Revue"

·

Featuring-Little Rock Ladies and
Oklahome Ladies.

March13-''NewComersParade"
Featuring- Leslie Cartier,

Dee Dee

Whitaker, Strawberry Delight,
Kinky Kincade and others.
March 20-Amateur Show #6

Gay Switchboard
Has New Number
After over 10years of operation,
the Memphis Gay Switchboard has
a new

number- 324-G: YS.

The Gay Switchboard is oper�

ated by the Memphis GayCoalition
and is actually a call-forwarding
service

operat�d

from

the

coordinator's home. The change
was necessitated because the new
Switchboard coordinator lives in a
different telephone ex.change.
A change-of-number message
on the old number refers callers to
the new one.
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FOR

The Gay Switchboard is gener
ally operated seven nights a w�k
from 7:30-11:30pm. Because of a

lack of volunteers, some evenings
may go unstaffed.
For information about becom
ing a Gay Switchboard volunteer,
call Allen Cook at 454 -1411. Re

terials and
are provided;

ferral ma
training

on-the-job

•Ad To Erd .t..!DS Commttee

Gay $witchboard

3��AYS·

' 7:3/) ·11:30

.. -11/tlhlly

)

'Y1tikt

1

�
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Gay Assaulted by
Talk Show Host

Senate Refuses to Limit
_Rights Bill

receiving federal funding must not

quickly refused to restrict the scope
of anti-discrimination language in
a landmark civil rights bill last
month, but bogged down in a de
bate over abortion rights.
In its second day of debate on
the Civil Rights Restoration Act,
the Senate turned back efforts by
conservative Republicans to re
strict anti-discrimination laws con
cerning race, sex, age, or disability
to segments of a school or religious
organization that receives federal
funding, rather than to the entire
institution.
In two separate votes, the sena
tors rejected arguments that the bill
would violate the First Amend
ment religious freedoms clause of
senators

apparently opted for the broader
interpretation that all organizations

practice discrimination.

The bill was designed to reverse
the 1984 Supreme Court decision
on Grove City College v. Bell, in
which the court ruled that the Penn
sylvania college's financial aid
department, which received fed
eral funds, and not the entire insti
tution, was subject to· federal sex
discrimination regulations. The
interpretation was applied to three
similar statutes affecting discrimi
nation based on race, age, or handi
cap.
Supporters of the bill argued
that the bill would merely restore
previous civil rights guarantees in
force before the Grove City deci
sion by stating that discrimination
is prohibited throughout an entire
institution or organization, even if
only a small portion receives fed
eral funds.

�

In reference to the editorial di

Coverage

i\wardPresented

World Series pales by comparison

-

Worst

show host on WWOR-TV, was
a program taped in December.
According to

The San FranciscoBay Area Re
porter awarded a "Worst Print

The Washington

Blade, Andy Humm, a New York

Coverage"

Gay Catholic activist, had .gotten

US News for their coverage of the

Downey, when DowneY, who<al

March on Washington. The award

legedly then used the_back of.his

was presented for the total and all. encompassing lack of any type of

hand to hit Humm in ihe fate. the
segment called "Is the Church
Dead?"

also

featured

coverage pertaining to the March.

David

the face! Itturns out thatNewsweek

"It's really a fascist screamer with

did print something. It appeared-on

a lynch mob for an audience."

page 27, in the "Overheard" sec

Humm stated that Downey, who

tion." Here is the item in its en

an orthodox

tirety:

Catholic, took exception when he

"'Your gloves don't match your

pointed out that Downey had been

shoes.' - Chanted at police who

divorced twice. "When he said,

week's gay-rights demonstration

buster', I said 'Puck you'," noted

in Washington."

Humm. "Then he hit me." Humm is

the ins and ou� of big-time journal

Downey could face up to 6 months

ism, we would have thought that
you'd need a considerably longer
article to adequately discuss the

i MP"'c;
4£

1266 Madison
Phone 722-8963

�
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.
--�· .r-r
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v
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ously, people are not so wordy in
the big city," said Cardin
She commented that the paper

VCR Repai�fi;. & ·.Care to.

"767-·1944
·.

7t l- .....

Leftover Mkreh
Money To Go To
Grassroots
Groups

I
·

Washington - A Decem
ber meeting of the leaders of the
decided that the $70,000 surplus
left over after the march should be
distributed to grassroots organiza
tions nationwide, according to The

Washington Blade. Kay Ostburg
member executive committee of

grievances to Washington. Obvi

_; ....,..=l

CRY OUT! is urging other
groups to join its boycott action.

convey even a vague notion of why
it was necessary to bring their

�)

cause the Supreme Court to close
and lock its doors was!"

told the Blade that the seven

would rescind the Worst Print
Coverage Award and offer the first
Brevity in theFace ofOverwhelm
ing Facts award, saying, "They are
truly an example to us all."
In a related development, the
Media Watch and Boycott Action

�-�"

first Civil Disobedience ever to

March and civil disobedience, to
so many Lesbians and Gay men felt

c��
r:J_J·L!- ,;;,
· ��r�· g
·· -.)o
- r·o·R
AF=F

history making in the way truifthe

national March on Washington

"Being somewhat naive about

pressing chargeS. If found guilty,

·

rights marches in the history of the
United States. Said outcome is'not

wore protective gloves during last

'Keep your body fluids to yourself,

Shop Hours
12N- BPM
Tuesdays- Saturdays
(Closed Sundays & Mondays)

to that of one of the largest c�vil

next issue, "Well, are we ever red in

named a 'talk show'," he stated.

as

importance of the outcome of the

Reporter Sarah Q¢in wrote in the

Toolin, a Jesuit priest. "It's mis

billed himself

award to the news

magazines Time, Newsweek, and

into an abusive verbal battle with

ALL WINTER
[EATHER COATS

-'

include them on a timely basis.
lemma, CRYOUT! said, " ... the

NJ

·�� ��· lJ®% @��

·

weekend making it impossible to

not aired the show.

Morton

Secaucus,

+of L£��
.

stories, they said happened on the

cause of the incident, WWOR has

Downey, Jr., conservative talk
charged with hitting a Gay guest on

Washington - The Senate

the Constitution. The

in jail, a $1,000 fine, or both. Be

the march may act as a foundation
that would write grants to· Gay
rights

or

AIDS-related

groups

doing work on a statewide or na
tional level.The grants would have
a

$5,000 ceiling and a certain

amount would be set aside for
groups forming as a result of the
march. The committee would

closely examine all p(oposals to
see if the groups' projects are

sound and if they could realistically
carry out their mission. As stated

Groups of CRY OUT! are spon

by the March's rules for racial

osring a boycott of Time and

minorities, 25% would be distrib

Newsweek. CRY OUT! is a grass-

uted to finance groups serving
people of color. This J?,litq for the

roots organization founded Dec. 8,
According to a spokesperson,

disbursement of surplus could be
approved, modified, or rejected by

people wh9 protested Newsweek's

the March Steering Committee

1987 in Pittsburgh, PA.

lack of coverage received a form
letter comparing its coverage of the
outcome of the World Series to that
of the March on Washington. Both

members

across' the

country.

Members are now being contacted
by the Executive Committee a�out
the plan..

Fast Stuck Tape Removal While You Wait

WE: SPECIALIZE IN VCR'S
- iVHS &--BETA
ALL MAKES
�;
....

Affordable Prices ;, Happy· Service
Quality Workmanship�- 90 Day_Warranty

4446SUMMER
(BETWEEN PERKINS & WARING)

Memphis Gay Coalition

March 5
Special· Guest Speaker.
':_. Susan McKenz,ie
Attorney-at-Law
7:30-pm Meeting Room A
Peab9qy Library .. _ �-'" - --:::
.;·
�

__
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SecretAIDS Tracking Policy Stopped.
Benjamin. Schatz,

Washington - National Gay

Director

of

Rights Advocates, the California

NGRA's AIDS Civil Rights Proj

convinced a leading health mainte

peated discussions, Schatz con

secret "AIDS tracking policy." An

Director Roberta Holtzman that the

based public interest law

fimi , has

nance organization to abandon a

ect, in abolishing the policy. In re

NGRA is fully prepared to litigate

vinced General Med Executive

rights."

tracking

: ,.t,\ug. 31 memo from General Med

. policy

violated

memo gave no indication that pa

doned.

notification policy.

tion of secret ' AIDS lists' which can

"We must not tolerate the crea

potentially· be misused to deny
health

care

issues," said Peri Jude Radecic,

who heads up NGLTF's 1988

detailing the positions of all Demo

cratic and Republican candidates
on issues of concern to the Gay

community. The profiles are based

candidate speeches and statements

and upon press reports of candidate

positions.

"These profiles offer useful in-

Because this Conference is a major educational, SQCial, political,
and cultural event, a variety of workshops are offered which cover

physicians, they will not approach

issues of importance to our community.

,th�m for information and treat

Planning sessions are currently being held and the1steering com

ment In �e long run, this will only

mittee is hard at work to insure a successful and invigprating week

cause more people to become ill."

end.

For more information write to: SECLGM, Box 95358, Atlanta,

GA 30347.
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San Francisco - The National

Legal Aid and Defender Associa

laws are frequently used by bigots

December in Miami. The resolu

against Gay men and women,"

Rights Advocates and Gerry Mcin

profiles may be ordered from

Services in Bath, New York, re

ington, DC 20009 for a copying

ence to those states that have re

NGLTF, 1517U StreetNW, Wash

quires the NLADA to give prefer

and postage charge of $3.00.

pealed their sodomy laws when

people who haven't received their

tion based on sexual orientation,

O'Leary said. "It's important for

people with AIDS and related con

and protection of the civil rights of

lawyers to raise their level of

ditions.

a(;tion helpful to efforts to repeal

ized a Gay issues section for the

This year, Mr. Mcintyre organ

awareness on this issue and to take

Association. Attorneys interested

sodomy laws," she continued.

in joining should contact him di

The NLADA is oomprised of

rectly at Southern Tier Legal Serv

over 1100 orgranizations repre

selecting a site for their annual

senting more than 15,000 lawyers.

Jean O'Leary,NGRAExecutive

threeNGRA sponsored resolutions

meeting.

that only 27% of homosexual or

legislation prohibiting discrimina

support their discrimination

to

tyre of the Southern Tier of Legal

ices, 56 Liberty St, Bath, NY
14810.

Last year, the Association adopted

Director, hailed the adoption of the

.

all sodomy laws, the enactment of

resolution. "These archaic sodomy

tion (NLADA) adopted a pro-Gay

�

requiring it to support the repeal of

than the study indicated.

issue of the Journal

of the Ameri
can Medical Association reports

"Keep in mind that these are

bisexual men visiting two Alameda

results yet," he said. "We're find

reveal their antibody status to their

they're infected do talce it very

they would tell their primary part

right thing and do tell their part

Co. alternative testing sites would

- We've got some

real news foryoul

ing that people who have been told

casual sex partners. Only 12% said

seriously and, by and large, do the

-'a=-

ners."

Cantina

"whether it's 27% or only 5% ( who

lighted the need for everyone to

you can't necessarily trust your

San Francisco said the result high

.

. .

.

�

. ·��az. e
- �- �

Cantina cautioned, however,

from the University of California -

sex�

in Atlanta, GA.

tions; If p�tienJS cannot trust their

in November."

more forthcoming with test results

follow "safer

The 13th annual Southeastern Conference for Lesbians and Gay

Men will be held April 14-17, 1988 at the Pierremont Plaza Hotel

of

electorate at the primary level and

A study reported in the Jan. 8

Researcher Joseph

confidentiality

tion, sponsored by National Gay

Study Reports Few Would Tell

ner.

the

resolution at its annual meeting in

A complete set of candidate

sponses to an NGLTF survey, upon

protect

Voter Education Drive. "Our goal
is an informed Gay and Lesbian

on a. synthesis of candidate re

Director, said, "It is critically im

Sodomy States

candidates have to Gay/Lesbian

(NGL'IF) has prepared profiles

for Ap_ril14-17

JeanO'Leary,NGRAExecutive

To Penalize

sights into commitment different

& Lesbian Task Force

'

Lawyer's Group

Candidate Profiles
Gay

Southeastern Conference !Slated

patients'

or to discriminate in

NGLTF Releases Presidential
Washington - Th� National

their

notice informing physicians that
the tracking plan had been aban

sician sought the assistance of

violate

pe_ople _with AIDS-related condi

ies to plan administrators. The

A concerned G,eneral Med phy

they

California's confidentiality laws.

As a result, General Med sent a

tients were to be informed of the

if

portant for hospitals and HMO's to

� required the organization's
:;rlha
, _,physicians to identify all patients

�:i �ith AIDS, ARC, or HN antibod-

other ways," said Schatz. "Health

care providers must know that

�--· �- -

won't tell results), the point is that

guidelines.

sexual partner to tell you whether

Cantina added that he believed

he's infected. So you have to take

that, in practice, people would be

precautions."
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Please enter my subscription to Gau for one year (11 issUes). I have endGsed
cbeck or money order for $8. (Make checks payable to Gaze.)
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Few Corporations Have AIDS Policies
Washington- Top corporate

FDA OK's Ribavirin Study
Washington- The eontrover

"The fact that we could suppress

approved by the Food and Drug

the virus in 6 out of 9 patients who

Administration (FDA) for a mul

showed the virus in their blood...

ticenter trial to test the drug's

suggests that the drug may be sup

safety and effectiveness at high

pressing .the virus and allowing
lymphocyte function

Dr. Clyde S. Crumbacker, an

to

few of their companies have poli
_

come

back." Crumbacker said. Crum

at Harvard

backer also cited the fact that few

Medical School, heads the group of

incidences of pneumocystis pneu

scientists who designed the trials

monia were found among the pre

associate professor

largest problems in the U.S., but

ego.

sial drug Ribavirin has fmally been

dosages.

leaders rank AIDS third among the

which will begin in the next few

liminary test trials. "These results

months at San Francisco General,

make me believe that the drug de

New York University, Harvard

serves more extensive study," he

Medical School, and UC San Di-

said.

cies supporting employees with the
disease according to a study re
leased in February.
The Allstate Insurance-Fortune
Magazine study found:
•

deficit, and 56% said drug abuse.
•

at Highest Risk for AIDS
Nashville - An increase in

Through 1985, only 7.5% of the

AIDS in minority populations and

state's cases were among IV drug

those who share needles coincides
with a jump in those categories

12% of all new cases. Among

nationally, according to a state offi

minority AIDS patients, 26.8% of

cial.
Bernie Ellis, coordinator for
AIDS statistics for the Tennesse
Dept of Health and Environment,
·

users. By last year, the number was

said, "The state is beginning to

those diagnosed were IV drug us
ers. Nationally the number is about
17%.
Ellis said that "addicts represent
a major risk group for continued

mirror national trends. We're ex

development of the epidemic," and

pected to see an over representation

suggested that communities mobi

of minorities among Tennessee
AIDS patients."
Blacks represent about 16% of
the state's population, but last year
25.7% of the state's new AIDS
cases were Black or Hispanic, Ellis
said. Nationally about 38% of the
52;000+ AIDS cases were among
minorities.

lized educational and treatment
-efforts. He noted that tlie vast majority of people in treatment for IV
drug use were white.
In 1983-84, 206 of the 1,178

71% indicate that the compa

nies neither have nor are planning
to develop an AIDS policy, 10%
have a written policy, 8% have
unwritten policies, and 11% are in
the process of developing a policy.
•

Needle Users, Minorities

45% list AIDS as the nation's

major problem, 81% list the federal

41% favor an active AIDS

education

program

within

the

company, 38% are neutral to the
idea, and 15% actively oppose an
active program; 68% oppose in

test prospective employees, and

stalling condom machines in com

1% test current employees.

pany rest rooms.

AIDS in their workplace- as has
already occurred among 20% of the

In general, larger companies

responding companies - suppor

59% report their companies

tend to have more supportive poli

would support employees with

tive

Cies and service companies are

AIDS, including 47% which would

emerge," said Sprinzen. "In addi

more supportive than industrial

grant time off for medical treat

tion, the more knowledgeable the

type finns. Also, companies in the

ment, 32% who would provide

executive is about AIDS, the more

Northeast and West tend to have

counseling, and 27% which would

supportive are attitudes and com

more

allow work accommodations.

pany policy."

those in the Midwest and South.

•_

•

20% would take a negative

action

against

·

supportive attitudes

Merle

Sprinzen,

than

director

attitudes

and

behavior

The results of the survey were

of

based on a 12-page questionnaire
completed by chief executive offi

employees with

market research for Fortune, said

AIDS, including 16% which would

the study shows that U.S. compa

try to convince them to quit, 5%

cers, chairmen, or presidents of 623

nies aie concerned about AIDS but

which would not promote them,

U.S. companies with workforce

have been inactive in the battle

and 6% which would fire them.

size ranging from fewer th� 100 to

against the disease.

more than 1,000. THe survey was

60% oppose an AIDS testing

"It appears that when compa

program, 8% favor the idea; 2%

nies are actually confronted with

•

conducted between Nov. 10 and
Dec. 15, 1987.

persons admitted to state-funded
drug rehabilitation programs were

Stop
pussyf9oting
anCibea

Black. Of 1,855lastyear, 443 were
Black.

TIGER!
JOIN THE
MEMPHIS GAY· COALITION
Clip and mail to: MGC, P.O. Box 3038,
Memphis, TN 38173-0038
NAME ----�--ADDR$S
CITY-

___________________________________

STATE

ZIP

PHONE --------��I'd like to Join the Coalition as:
A Contributing Member ($5.00)
A Subscribing Member ($8.00)
A Sustaining Member ($20.00)
A Household (2 People) ($35.00)

Conference on

Trivia Anyone?
Being one of the world's best

1. What is Miss Manners' real

Homophobia

procrastinators· (why people al

name?

Announced

2. What does Miss Manners

ways claim to be the worst is be

instruct us to say when being intro

yond me- Hell, I'm good at put

The first Conference on Homo

duced to a homosexual coujJ/e?

ting it off until tomorrow!), I finally

phobia Education will be held in

Becky's Space

�-vven. -ty Ways To
Keep Your Lover

3. What 50's pop singer cam

got around to ordering a set of Gay

Washington DC from May 20-

paigned for Ronald Reagan in

Trivia cards (only about three years

22,1988 at the National4-H Con

1984, s�ying that the Democrats

after they carne on the market).

ference Center. It will be a small

had sold out to Gay interests?

Now I have no one to play with and

working conference for approxi

4. Who wrote The Prussian Of

wondered if others out there might

mately 150 leaders in the field of

. fleer, a story of homosexual behav

be interested. If so, you can write to

homophobia education. The_work

Day is past - you've probably

me at 3289 Southern, #3 here in

of the Conference will be to ex

celebrated with all the glitter that a

15. If your lover has a friend you

5. What 18th-century politician

Memphis, Zip 38111-8305. Being

cliange strategies and resources for

special day requires. But who says

aren't crazy about, make an effort to

revised Virginia law to state that

a graduate student and working

teaching about and reducjng homo

Valentine's Day is the only time to

include that friend in an activity

part-time, I'm seldom home for

phobia, to build the capacity for

celebrate your . love for another

that you both enjoy.

phone call, so drop a line to me if

development and distribution of

person? What about the other 364

you're interested

resources on homophobia, and to

days of the year?

ior in prison?

sodomy be punished by castration?
While admiring the Gay Ath

in . pursuing

letic Association, what about the
couch potatoes among us? You

Trivia.

know that "cocooning" is the in

answers to the above:

Oh, by the way, here are the

by Becky Capterton, MS

her dog.
14. Rent a movie, make a huge

Yes, I know that_ Valentine's

Instead of regular "advice" this
plan for a larger,public conference_,
...
month, here are 20 suggestions on
in 1989.
how to sho� and say "I love you."
The Conference planners have

bowl of popcorn, and cuddle up (or
whatever!).

16. Make sure'you don't take a
partner for granted- be aware of
the "little things" that he/she does
for you and fmd a way to say "thank
you, I noticed."

thing this year and I propose that

1. Judith Martin

identified nine areas in which

1. Cook a candlelight dinner for

17. How about a weekend-for

those of us in the forefront of fash

2. "How do you do?, How do

homophobia education now occurs

two - even if you cannot cook

two away from work, the phone,

or should occur:

(like myself), the effort is always

other people, and obligations -

apppreciated.

quality time for yourselves.

ion organize a Trvia Tournament to

you do?"

pass the hours when we are not
curled up in front of the television
or engrossed in a breathlessly ex

·

4. D.H. Lawrence
5. Thomas Jefferson (1777)
-Trivia Trixie

citing book.

religion, public

health, formal education, media,

3. Pat Boone

art (broadly defined), politics,

2. Buy tickets to a play, sports

18. Call your lover at work just

community organizations, psy

event, etc., even if your partner is

to say you miss and are thinking of

chology, and law. The program for

the only one who has the desire to

him/her?

the first conference will focus on

see it or do it

Quote of the
Month:

agement- what better ways to let

planners are inviting leaders in

house where your lover will find

someone know they are loved un

those fields.

them -don't have to be fancy or

conditionally?

The Conference is being organ

"A tisket, a tasket,

ized by the Campaign to End

A condom, or a casK.et"

Homophobia, a project initiated by

- graffitti on a rest room wall

the National Organization for
Changing Men. It is co-sponsored
by a large number of Gay organiza

BLACK&WHITE
MEN TOGETHER
An Interracial Gay Organization for All People

ent of Purpose
Black and Whtte Men Together of Memphis, Inc. is a Gay interracial
organizations committed to fostering supportive environments

pomical, cuttural, and social activtties as means of dealing wtth
racism, sexism, homophobia, and other inequtties in our (:()mmunity

4. Champagne and a bubble bath
-need I say more?
5. Send flowerS for no real rea
son or special holiday.

6. Find a funny card, or a senti

The Campaign is based on the

7. Frame a favorite photo of the

belief that homophobia can be re

two of you and give it to your part

duced through_ education, and that

ner.

there is a need to bring together

8. Do you and your lover have a

organizations and individuals who

special song? Tape it and give it to

have developed education models

him/her.

and who are committed to reducing

20. If all else fails, or none of
this sounds good to you, "I love
you" works-great, too!
[Becky Caperton is a profes
sional counselor in practice with
the H utt Psychological Group. Got
a question? Write to Becky, c/o
Gaze, P.O. Box 3038, Memphis,
TN 38173-003�.)

9. Is your partner partial to hugs
and holding hands? Give them

homophobia.

freely, just because.

�

wherein racial and cultural barriers can be overcome and the goal of
human equaltty realized. To these ends, we engage in educational,

poetic: just say what yoli feel.

mental one, and mail it

tions.

�mphIs

19. Praise, support, and encour

3. Leave short notes around the

the first four areas listed, and the

10. Give a favorite cologne,
cookies, book, album, etc.
11. Plan a surprise date something to make your partner

A�

feel special and remembered.
12. Breakfast in bed!
13. Wash histber car, walk his/

and in our lives.
MARCH CALENDAR OF EVENTS
March6

Brunch at Ming House

Maroh7

Discussion Group at Jeff's, 7:30

Maroh11

"Movie Night" Call for Info

Maroh13
Maroh19

Spaghetti Dinner, Jeff's, 7:30pm.

(4222 Winchest er Road) 11am

March21
March28

Board Meeting, Jeff's (Ral eigh,) 12:30
Donation $5
Discussion Group at Irwin's, 7:30
General Meeting, Peabody Library,
7:30

For details: Call Eo/Mike (452-5894), Jeff/Mark

(278-7092), Irwin (726-1461) or write BWMTI
Memphis, P.O.' Box 41772, Memphis, TN 381741773

ME:MPitiS
C€NT€R �OR
RE:PRODUCTI\1€
ltE:ALTit
Non-profit Feminist Health Clinic
Offering a A Full Range Of Gynecological Care
- 1462 Poplar at McNeil
Memphis, Tennessee 38104
(901) 274-3550

March Meetings
March 7_& 2f
Main Library
Peabody & Mclean
7:30PM
Call454-1411
for Info

�
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by Lady Astor

I

It's irritating. When will this
weather make up its mind? How is
one.to know,with so many social·
and journalistic obligations as we
have,how to attire ourselves? We
are not discussing the relative

timeliness and virtues of white or
navy,pearls or rhinestones,a lot of
leather or just enough to feel at
home at the saloone; but whether
'tis to be warm or cool, torrid or
frigid... Thank Heaven there are
cloakroom options. Nonetheless,
here we are again,unavoidable as
we may seem, with random jot
tings about happenings this past
month or so.
Social Butterfly Department
We are terminally ill of hearing

that there is never anything to do in
Gay Memphis. Why, pray, are
wme of the nice, different, classy
events WE always seem to feel
called . upon to attend sparsely
suppcilted?
We never cease to wonder, with
all of the delicious free food, why
the Coalition Christmas Party at
tracts so few. Similarly, this was
_

wiblessed by us on the occasion of
the Tsarus Man of the Year
Awards Banquet. Here was a nice,
sit-down dinner, sort of event; not

disco oriented, not beer-bust ori
ented, a "party with a purpose" (to
quote the old Cotton Carnival saw)
and the room was not filled. Bettye
Griffin,whose many hours of dedi
cation to her PWA housing cam
paign deserve a lot of credit, was
honored. The meal was enjoyed by
all present,and the accolades were
well received and not at all windy.
MS. Griffin's fund also profited ma
terially from the proceeds. Hell, it
was a different night out anyhow,
and we wondered why there were
not more attendees.
The Women of Leather Club
Night was, conversely, very well
attended, especially for a Sunday
evening event We are certainly
going to have to keep several pairs
of shoes inside our pumpkin coach
because there seems to always be
someone shining them at La Pipe
line. The usual fun and games were
in evidence; and we,for ourselves;
had a splendid time.
We suppose that the most
memorable happening during the
Wings Valentine Club Night was
NOT, as we had anticipated, the
Cupid with the large shaft, but the
awarding of a door prize to anyone
who was wearing underdrawers
bearing a scattering of hearts there

upon. One lucky soul had indeed
remembered to We3! such, but had

to be mightily cajoled to prove it. When cajoling did not suffice, ex
tra persuasion became necessary
(did we count five or six partici
pants?) until the drawers were re
vealed, in sight of all, including
ourselves. Yes, dear, you made it

into print

The pleasant surprise of the
month came on Fat Tuesday,when
the second annual Mardi Gras party
was given at La Pipeline. Jazz was
the prevailing JDusical entertain
ment.and trad�tional New Orleans
cuisine was abundant The tradi
tional entrance and w.:ving of the
King Cake took place and the task
of providing next year's cake was
passed on according to tradition.
Here is another example of a fun,
different event which haS the po
tential to growinto a major celebra
tion, complete with the traditional
trappings. True, it was not heavily
advertised,but people should get to
know about such things. Our heart
felt thanks to Norah Peregrini for
her time and effort toward the cake,
and compliments to the entire staff
of La Pipeline for the tinsel and
glitter (yards and yards).

Trivial Semantics Department .
(maybe, you'll understand what
she's saying this time)

By the way, Fat (or Shrove)
Tuesday is traditionally the last day
of large scale (and meat) eating
before the ancient fasting and

m�tless season of Lent (so ask a
Catholic). Carnival is the time
leading up to and ending at Fat
Tuesday (Mardi Gras). Guess
what! The Latin origin of the word
..carnival" is "came-meat; vale
farewell", farewell to meat.
Thought for the Month Depart
ment.
I've got a cat,who needs a man�
Where, Oh Where Has My
Little Bar Gone Dept., Stave 3
This is getting to be too much.
Front Street, Backstreet, yes cas
kets, no caskets, owners playing
hopscotch again,and all the myriad
conjectures which come when a·
Memphis institution closes,
moves, joins, disjoins, thrives,
dries_ up, blows away, reappears
either like the proverbial phoenix
or a bad penny. We are not going to
trouble ourselves with gossip that
changes hourly. We must maintain
some credibility. Frank,our num
ber is obtainable, we won't tell
until you are ready. Anyway,good
luck, whatever, wherever, how
e ver,we do so love premieres.
Rumour MiD Department
Attention Germantown House
wife! There are 3 kinds of "Shake
and Bake": fish (forget it), pork
(posessed by you, but so far in
small quantities), and chicken.

Dear Stan,I've got a secret!
Dear Don, see, you sweated all
this time for nothing, we do have
some consideration.
WANTED: SOMEONE TO
REPORT TO US ON THE OUT
COME OF TilE 1EN MILLION
PAGEANTS THAT � RE
ALLY SHOULD KNOW ABOUT

�

BUT
CANNOT
A1:T
D.
SPACE IN DISYERE C(JtpMN
WILL BE GLADLY PROVIDED
FOR SAME. FATS, FEMS AC
CEP'IED (we do draw the line at
drugs).
In Aprille,whenne the.... (whatever
it was he said),cometh ye Springge
Flingge. 'Tis rumoured that 'twill
be vittles as well as�livelnusick fr
ye dancingge.
'·-�.::
Quote of the Month
Viscountess Lady Astor (the
original Lady Astor) to Winston
Churchill: "Winston, if I were
married to you, I'd put poison in
your tea."
Churchill: "Nancy, if I was mar
ried to you,I'd drink it."
I thought that a PIPETfE was
something you cleaned your ears
with. Oh well.

Stick to gizzards,honey,your hus
band puts up with enough already.

J�th

Memphis' ONLY
24Hour

Star Search

Gay Bar

�..,

BYOB-Dance

Video

Ta,Ta,
Lady A.

Eat, Cruise

�

1264 Madison

1268 Madison Avenue
901-725-1909

272-STAR

Opeo
Wednesdays

10:30 am - 10:00 PM

II

'

Complete "Chicken" Dinner� $1.85

We Now Offer

7 - Until

Rent-To-Own
_

VCR's, T V's, and

Rhon�a Rimmer's Dance Party

·Stereo Systems

9- Showtime
·

::

-

NO COVER

"·

'II

- Ev�ry Sunday 3:30AM -
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Mer:nphis' OnlyAfter Hours
Show - Trixie & Stars of the Future
And Strippers, Too
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The Memphis Gay Coalition's

Dinner Dance

Saturday, April 23
Buffet Dinner 7- 8:30pm
Dancing 8- Midnight

$15 per person*

•

Cash Bar

T�ets available at Star Search Video, 1262. Madison,
by Mail, or From MGC Boord Members
VJSa, Master CharQe, Money Order, & Cash 011y
No Personal 0100<s
*Sustaining Members of the Memphis Gay Coalition are entitled
to a $2 discount on one admission if purchased from an MGC Board member.
NOTE: Because of commitments which need to be made prior to the
dinner, tickets will not be available at the door.
ADVANCE TICKET SALES ONLY
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CKHOOSE'
338 S. Front Street· Memphis, Tennessee
(901) 525-1680 or 525-1941
WED. NIGHT

Talent night with $2.00 BEER BUST
from 8 toJ2 and 75¢ WELL DRINKS

·

from 8-12
T.HURS. NIGHT

Regular Cast Show with $1 �00 BEER
BUST from 8 to 12 and 75¢ SCHNAPPS
from 8 to 12

FRI. and
Regular Cast Show with BEER BUST
from 8 to 12. Door Charge: $4.00.

SAT. NIGHT

·
· .

SUNDAY
Regular Cast �how at 7:30 with
$3.00 BEER BUST from 4 to 8 and

EVENING

LONG ISLAND ICE T EAS $2.00 from

,._

4 to 8

·

SUNDAY SPECIAL
25¢ WELL DRINKS
NO COVER �--�·
,.

8-1-1' -i
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Regular Cast Show Performers are:
MELISSA MASON,. BIL�II; JO CASINO, ROXIE BLEU, and JQ ANN

�>- Op�ning soon 7'-days a week at 4 PM until 3 AM
with. H�PPY- HOU� and FOOD from. 4 to. 8.
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New Gay.Journal Published
San Francisco - The premier

Names Project Quilt

issue of Out/Look, a new national
journal Of Gay opinion, politics,

Tour Finalized

and culture, will be released on
newsstandsMarch 5.

The

The Quilt began in the hearts and

not invariably solemn, view of a

NAMES Project, the National

minds of the Gay community, yet

wide range of issues that touch the

Memorial to the tens of thousands

�mbraces all people with AIDS an.d

lives of Gay men and women. The

of Americans lost to AIDS, has

those affected by the epidemic. "As

existing

confirmed the schedule for its

we spread the Quilt in city after city,

local Gay newspapers and periodi

national tour this spimg. Arrival

so we continue to spread the message
of compassion and love for people

Out/Look offers a serious, but

quarterly

complements

San

Francisco

-

cals by providing a national forum

and departure dates are firm, and

for in-depth writing by and for both

the specific display dates and

with AIDS, and we look once again

men and women.

times are being arranged by the

within our own community nation

individual host committees in

wide for support and assistance in

"Out/Look comes at a critical
time of challenge and hope marked

this immense undertaking," said

each city.

({' by theMarch on Washington; the

"We are bringing the quilt to

"deepening efforts to deal with

20 of the largest American citities

AIDS; and the growth, despite the

beginning in April," said Cleve

epidemic, in the number of thriving

Jones, Executive Director of The

Gay and Lesbian commt,mities in

NAMES Project. "The country

the country," Out/Look co-founder

needs a mechanism fot: generat

Jeff Escoffier said.

ing money and suppoort for

The quarterly will feature a di

people with AIDS and their loved

vet:Sity of writing styles and per

ones." Funds raised from the

spectives and will include analysis,

National Tour will ·stay in the
a copy at the newsstand. S ubscrip

. displayed to support local organi

;tion. Escoffer calls Out/Look "a

Out/Look is published by the
non-profit Out/Look foundation.

tions may be ordered by writing to

zations providing direct services

Gay Atlantic Monthly," but pauses

Subscriptions for four issues, one

Out/Look, P.O. Box

to add, "with a sense of humor."

The two cities closest toMemphis
where the Quilt will be displayed are
St. Louis (Arrive April

year of the journal, are $19. and $5

146430, San
Francisco, CA 94114.

to people with AIDS and others
facing the epidemic.

I

•

March 31 �April3
7:30P.M.. Nightly
Two Seminars on Saturday, April2
1 P.M.-Pastoral Counseling of Relationship Problems
3:30P.M.- Loving Yourself

·�t

Kathy Switzer

Elle Burnham·

Paul Tucker

Jackson,MS

Nashville, TN

Nashville, TN

Preaching Evangelist

Singing Evangelist

All Services and Activities are open to the public - Nursery will be provided.
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SeminarEvangelist

Don't Miss This Opportunity t� Be Part of
SOMETHING GREAT·IN MEMPHIS!

28- Depart

May 2) and Atlanta (May 25-31).

communities in which the Quilt is

opinion, humor and satire, art and
literary criticism, theory, and fic

Jones.
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RATES -FOR CLASSIFIEDS: Per
assertive, dominant personality.
sonal, non-commercial ads FREE.
C.E., Box 751512, Memphis, TN
Limit of30 words (including address or
38175-1512.
phone number) and a $2.00 charge for .
use Of our P.O. Box. Please specify if
Attractive, Intelligent, 28, GWM
you want to use our P.O. Box. Com
seeks friends/relationship. I am
mercial ads at the rate of $.20 per word,
into movies, working out, travel
$3.00 minimum. Phone numbers and
ing, having a good time. Write if
zip codes are free. $2.00 additional
you have any similarities. Box
charge for use of our P.O. Box. Dead�
line for ads is the 15th of each month.
12543,Memphis 38182-0543.
Send to Gaze , Box 3038, Memphis,
TN 38173-0038.
Professional
GWF,
early

thirties,"middle of the road'.' type-
seeking Big Sister or maternal
image for possible committed rela
tionship. Interests in nature, ani
mals, church activities, music, in
tellectuaVintimate talks, and acting
out fantasies among many areas of
interest Definite butch, dyke, or
druggies need not reply. Respond
to "Adopt a Lover", PO Box 3038,
Memphis, TN 38173-0038.

GWM,27,6'1",165#,Brown hair,
blue eyes, hairy chest. Looking for
GWM 20-30, no drugs, fats, ferns,
non-smoker. Reply with picture if
possible to Dept 12-KR, Box
3038, Memphis, TN 38173-0038.
WAN1ED: Items for Aid to End
AIDS Committee Auction sched
uled for March. Call AIDS Switch
board (458-AIDS) evenings 7:30l 1PM.
Need a resume? Don't settle for
just typed - typeset it Laser
printed resumes from $15. Low
rates for resume r e visions.
Printer's Ink. 454-1411, ask for
Allen.

GWM, 5'4", 168#, seeks body
builders for new friends and rela
tionship. Serious only. Write to
Glen K., 4570 HudginsRd.,Apt6,
Memphis, 38116.

1

QWM, artist, seeking free lance
work on logos commercial, por
traiture, nudes, costume design,
fantasy work. Whatever the need.
Reasonably priced. For info, con
tact, Glen K. at 332-4722, 6-10
PM.

Seeking GWM, 25-45, mature,
masculine, physically attractive,
discreet looking. Beard and mus
tache nice but not necessary. I am
25, blue/brown, 5'9", medium
build,mature,masculine,hugable.
Enjoy servicing the right man well.
Bicycling as hobby, going out on
Saturday night, lasting friendship.
Send name, number, and photo if
possible to: Mr R., Box 750921,
Memphis 38�75.
Roommate Wanted: Prof., 34,
GWM desires GWM to share reno
vated midtown house. $200/
month. 272-2221.
GWM, 32, 6'10", 185#, blonde,
blue eyes, seeks GWM, 33-40 for
possible relationship. No ferns or
fats. Attracted to masculine men.
Stephen, 4716 1/2 Central, Hot
Springs, AR 71913.
GWM,5'9", 158#,brown,green. A
lot of love to give. No games,want
something real. Very versatile,
expect the same. Like all, espe
cially blondes. Will answer all
photos. Clay Overman, #1, Box
275A, Regan, TN 38368.
To Bob and Tim: That was some
kind Mardi Gras! Call us in DC @
(703) 243-6806. Love Gabriel and
Bill.

Triumphal entry of the King Cake during Mardi Gras at
The Pipeline.

.•

SHY CHUBBY, WM, 35, mascu
line, intelligent, straight-acting,
regular guy outside - little boy
looking for big brother inside. Seek
masculine buddy, under 35, with

SUBSCRIBE TO GAZE

l
i

MEMPHIS

ORGANIZATIONS

National Organization for
Women (NOW): Box 40982,
Memphis 38104.

Aid to End AIDS Com
mittee
(ATEAC):
Box

Parents & Friends of Les
bians And Gays (P-FLAG)

40389, Memphis 38174-0389.
762-8401.

P.O. Box 172031, Memphis,
38187-2031 - 761-1444
Phoenix (Gay AA): Lambda
Center 241 N. Cleveland
(above· United Paint Store),
725-7324, 272-9549. If no an
swer, call 454-1414
Tsarus: Box 41082, Memphis
38174-1082.
Wings: Box 41784, Memphis
3 8 1 7 4 - 1 784 .( Lev i - l e a t h e r
club)
Women of Leather: 181 N.
Willet, Memphis 38104, 7265263

Agape New Life Church:
Worship Sundays at 11:00 AM
and Wednesdays at 7:30 PM.
(901) 327-4145

American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU): 85 Union
'Ave. Memphis 38103 - (901)
521-9875.

Black & White Men To
gether: Box 41773, Memphis
38174 - 272-3705,278-7092,or
726-1461.

Frontrunners of Mem
phis: Box 40311, Memphis

38174-0311.

Gay Athletic Association:
Bowling, volleyball, camping,
and more. Box 22914, Mem
phis, TN 38122. Call for more
information: 744-0575.

Gay
Women's
Social
Group: 324-6949
Memphis Center for Re
productive Health: 1462

Poplar Ave, Memphis 38104 274-3550.

Memphis

Gay

Coalition:

Mystic Krewe of. Aphrodite: Box 41822, Memphis,
38174-1822.

276-LIVE

Rape Crisis: 528-2161.
Suicide & Crisis Inter
vention: 274-7477.

Becky

gram, Mon. 6:00�7:00 PM,
WEVL, FM 90 - Box 41773,
Memphis 38174.
Gaze: newspaper - Box 3038,
Memphis 38173-0038 - (901)
454-1411.
The Personals: Gay Com
puter Bulletin Board - 300 or
1200 baud - 901-274-6713.

AIDS Switchboard:

458-

Gay Switchboard: 324-GA YS

Adult

Theatre:

2214 Brooks Rd E.- 345-0657.
The Book Mart: 852 S. Coo
per - 278-9546.

Cherokee.
Adult
Book
Store: 2947 Lamar - 744-

Counseling - 767-3971.

Getwell Adult Book Store:
1617 Getwell - 745-9054.
Men of Leather: 1266 Madi
son - 722-8963.

Paris Adult Entertainment
Center: 2432 Summer - 3232665.

Getwell Book Mart: 1275

Star Search Video: 1264
Madison - 272-STAR.
Tobacco Corner News
room: 669 Mendenhall Rd., S.
- 682-3326 & 1803 Union - 726-

Getwell - 454-7765.

1622

chester - 346-2086.

MS:

Carole Taylor, MS: Coun
seling - 458-7098

Northeast Mental Health
Center: 382-3880.

RESTAURANTS &
Another Bar: 1349 Autumn 278-9353

The Apartment Club: 343
Madison - 525-9491.
Backstreet: 94 N. Avalon
(Downstairs) - 725-1530.
Barbara's: 1474 Madison 278-4313
J-Wags: 1268 Madison - 7251909.
Ray's Rockhouse: 338 S.
Front - 525-1680 or 525-1941
Temporary Quarters: 92 N.
Avalon - 725-4796.
The Pipeline: 1382 Poplar 726�5263
WKRB in Memphis: 1528
Madison - 278-9321.
.

.

HELPLINES

Airport

Fantasy World: 1814 Win

BARS

AIDS Update: newspaper
Gay Alternative: radio pro

AIDS

Caperton,

MISCELLANEOUS

7494.

COUNSE L ING
SE RVICES

MEDIA

Box 3038, Memphis 38173-

0038 - 726-GA YY.
M-PAC: Box 40311, Mem
phis 38174-0311, 278-2970.

LINC: 725-8895
Anonymous:
Narcotics

AID TO END
AIDS COMMITTEE
c·eneral Meeting
Sunday, March 20
3:00PM
Red Cross Building
1400 Central
Room 107
We'll Help- Won't You?
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